
Puzzle 
"To mention a few" 

by John de Cuevas 

 
Instructions: The sixteen words def
right in the correspondingly number
also be entered in the corresponding
blank squares of any two joined recta
a new word, and the new word shou
that fall in numbered squares should
books. Letters that fall in blank squa
appropriate seven-letter word to be e
in the central rectangles are defined
words happen to be anagrams of 
alphabetically and in the completed g
       
 

ined by the numbered clues are to be entered from left to 
ed rectangles. Letters that fall in numbered squares should 
ly numbered spaces on the books above. Letters that fall in 
ngles (1 and 3, 2 and 4, etc.) should be anagrammed to form 
ld be entered in the adjoining rectangle. Once again, letters 
 be entered in the correspondingly numbered squares on the 
res of each pair of adjacent central rectangles anagram to an 
ntered in the squares of the topmost grid. Words that belong 
 by unnumbered clues in random order Since two of these 
one another, the clue to the one that occurs first, both 
rid, is marked with an asterisk*. 



 

 

Clues: 

1. Reader has different work in time of prosperity 

2. Mass about armed conflict, wall of defense 

3. Turbulent tide engulfs multitude, turning explosive 

4. Broken limb in the cup of sewer 

5. Washing a lion, but shakily 

6. Determine constituents of collection by chemical decomposition 

7. Yttrium chloride in an instant produces child's conveyance 

8. Outbreak of cholera inspires hymn 

9. Producer of fodder has knockout punch 

10. Fighter brother has hole punch 

11. Housebreaking by keeping regular shift without error 

12. As far as one can see, hydrogen constellation holds atomic number 

13. Teach in Stuttgart, University of Connecticut 

14. Almost able to read repeat 

15. Play go (my shuffle) with a few mates 

16. Boston University environment: taurines and songbirds 

 

Mary, Luke made new skullcap 

Important panel for computer function 

*Form of writing unpropitious in a hillside 

Fantastic sound of marketplace 

Principal involved in some political disorder 

Solid secretary is extremely lonesome 

Caliber always includes political stance 

High temperature vessel a severe test 

 

 

 
This puzzle appeared in the March-April 1991 issue of Harvard Magazine in a different 

format.  
 
 


